Join Kayla, a young girl with secret, as she confronts reading challenges in the adventurous series, *The Uncanny Chronicles*. Each issue and episode of *The Uncanny Chronicles* presents Kayla with new obstacles, from struggling with dyslexia to coping with social and emotional issues. While young viewers will delight in watching Kayla tackle her problems with fanciful ingenuity, parents and caregivers will expand their understanding of these topics through embedded evidence-based resources.

**The Uncanny Chronicles is...**

**ENTERTAINING**

- *The Uncanny Chronicles* comics and videos feature professional illustrations and the voice talent of Zehra Fazal (*Big Hero 6: The Series, She-Ra and the Princesses of Power)*.

**EDUCATIONAL**

- Each issue and episode of *The Uncanny Chronicles* is embedded with learning activities for students and parent/caregiver resources.

**EVIDENCE BASED**

- *The Uncanny Chronicles* was developed by leading faculty from the Florida Center for Reading Research using the Science of Reading, Social-Emotional Learning Theory, and core tenets from Acceptance and Commitment therapy.

**LEARN MORE AT:**

improvingliteracy.org/kid-zone/uncanny-chronicles.